
The Bible is a holy book like none other. A key feature distinguishing the Bible from
ordinary books is that the Bible’s accounts look either from the top down or bottom up.
And the Bible establishes that pattern early, very early.

In Genesis, God creates the heavens and earth, top down.
Everything emanates from God’s word and design. God
declares, and things happen beneath as a consequence. Yet in
the next breath, a serpent deceives the first humans, bottom
up. Something critical to the story, that awful fall of
humankind, emerges out of the lower depths, catching the
stern attention of God on high. Account after account follow
the same top-down, bottom-up patterns. God the Most High
anoints David whose reign as a consequence draws together
the chosen nation, top down. Yet soon, David’s wandering eye
catches sight of Bathsheba, and as awful events unfold bottom

up, God lets David’s son Absalom nearly take the kingdom.

The Bible is a vertical, not a horizontal, book. Contrast other books, films, plays, or
podcasts, and you’ll see that they’re mostly horizontal, not vertical. The dramatic tension
is between suitors, magnates, trades, cultures, communities, or nations. Not in the Bible.
Yes, horizontal conflicts between biblical figures, communities, and nations occur. But
the tension remains vertical: on whose side will God act and for what reason? Read the
Bible’s accounts as a vertical story, or you’ll miss the whole point. The Bible isn’t simply
horizontal history, recording individual and national competitions. The Bible is vertical in
its orientation, with humans constantly descending or ascending God’s holy mountain.

But the Bible is more than an interesting vertical story. The Bible’s bigger point is that
top down and bottom up meet in the middle, in the lives of individuals and fates of
nations. We are the product of both emergence, bottom up, and emanation, top down.
Emergence describes what people do with their opportunities in their fallen state and how
those actions congeal into collective patterns of sin or righteousness, corruption or glory.
Emanation describes what comes down from the principles and principalities to influence
human fate. Emanation, or top down, and emergence, or bottom up, helps one makes
sense of the Bible’s vertical view. See how your actions contribute to emerging larger
patterns, for good or evil. And see how larger patterns, principles, or principalities are
influencing you in their emanations. Above all, seek God and his desires.


